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ABSTRACT

Accuracy and speed are pivotal when it comes to typing. Mixed reality headsets offer users the groundbreaking ability to project virtual objects into the physical world. However, when typing on a virtual keyboard in mixed reality space, users lose the tactile feedback that comes with a physical keyboard, making typing much more difficult. Our goal was to explore the capability of users to type using all ten fingers on a virtual key in mixed reality. We measured user performance when typing with index fingers versus all ten fingers. We also examined the usage of eye-tracking to disable all keys the user wasn’t looking at, and the effect it had on improving speed and accuracy. Our findings so far indicate that, while eye-tracking seems to help accuracy, it is not enough to bring 10 finger typing up to the same level of performance as index finger typing.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → Text input; Augmented reality (AR).
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1 INTRODUCTION

While mixed reality (MR) devices are still under heavy development, we see it as a possibility that MR will grow to support day-to-day tasks such as writing emails or browsing the internet. However, the current difficulties with text entry in MR may act as a barrier for performing these tasks. Auxiliary input devices such as handheld controllers [2, 11] or physical keyboards [4, 6, 8, 13] can help alleviate the difficulties with text entry, but puts additional strain on users to acquire, setup, and transport these devices in addition to an MR headset. Speech-to-text has also been proposed as a solution [1], but this can raise issues with privacy, and won’t work well for difficult to predict text such as usernames or passwords. Some have attempted to reinvent text-entry entirely, for example, measuring only which finger was tapped as opposed to which key, and using that information coupled with predictive technology to guess what the user is typing [5]. While these results are promising, they also carry the burden of adding an additional learning curve onto the usage of MR, potentially raising the barrier to entry surrounding the technology. Our goal is to recreate the traditional QWERTY keyboard in MR such that it is more usable, allowing users to utilize their existing typing skills.

Our goal for this study is twofold. First, we want to explore the capability of users to type using all ten fingers. Most MR text entry solutions do not involve ten finger typing on a virtual keyboard [1, 3, 7]. An interesting method of 10-finger test entry in MR called TapGazer was proposed by researchers Zhenyi He, Christof Lutteroth, and Ken Perlin, however this still required an auxiliary input device to detect which finger was tapping [5]. 10-finger typing akin to how one would type on a physical keyboard has remained an unexplored concept in regards to virtual keyboards. However, our initial experimentation revealed that 10-finger typing on a virtual keyboard was extremely difficult, often leading to accidental key presses, similar to the Midas Touch problem [10] observed when making selections using eye-tracking. This led to our secondary goal: To determine if eye-tracking could improve accuracy when using ten fingers on a virtual keyboard.

Eye-tracking has been used as a supplement or replacement to typing in virtual and mixed reality [7, 9]. Head rotation has also been used as input to develop alternate typing strategies in these environments [11, 14]. We theorized that, due to the lack of tactile feedback on a virtual keyboard, users would be more likely to gaze at the key they intended to press. Therefore, by tracking where the user was looking, we could predict which key they wanted to press and disable other keys, thus increasing the accuracy with which they could type. Eye-tracking has been used to supplement navigation of menus in VR with relative success [10], demonstrating the potential usefulness of eye-tracking in creating user interfaces. This approach is also similar to another approach, where a gaze ‘cursor’ was used as a supplement to hand-tracking input to determine which key to press [7]. However, the use of dwell time in this model increased the eyestrain experienced by users [7, 10]. It is our hope that by avoiding the use of dwell times in our model, users will be able to type more accurately without experiencing increased eyestrain.

2 USER STUDY

We currently have had 12 participants complete four counterbalanced conditions:

• **Index** — Participants were instructed to use only their index fingers to type. Only the index finger colliders were enabled.

• **IndexEye** — Participants were instructed to use only their index fingers to type, and to look at the keys as they typed. Only the index finger colliders were enabled. Keys outside
of the radius around the participants’ gaze location would be grayed out and unable to be pressed (Figure 1).

- **Ten** — Participants were instructed to use all ten fingers to type. The colliders on all ten fingers were enabled.
- **TenEye** — Participants were instructed to use all ten fingers to type, and to look at the keys as they typed. The colliders on all ten fingers were enabled. Keys outside of the radius around participants’ gaze location would be grayed out and unable to be pressed (Figure 1). Participants used a Microsoft MR HoloLens 2 headset while seated on a chair. We spawned in the virtual keyboard in front of the participant and had participants adjust the height of the chair such that their hands could hover comfortably over the keys. All conditions would visually highlight keys and play an audio sound to signal that the key was pressed. The INDEXEYE and TENEYE conditions provided additional feedback by graying out keys that were unable to be pressed. We used a full QWERTY keyboard including numbers, symbols, shift, caps lock, and backspace. The size of the keyboard was approximately 35 cm × 12 cm, with each letter key being approximately 2 cm × 2 cm. The keyboard was deterministic and did not provide auto-correct or word predictions. The full keyboard layout can be seen in Figure 2. Participants saw their current text above the keyboard and could correct any errors using backspace. A key was triggered when a participant’s finger pushed a key downward past a threshold. In the event that multiple keys were pressed at the same time, only the furthest pressed key would be registered as pressed.

During the one-hour study, participants completed an initial survey and then typed sentences in each of the four conditions. Between each condition, participants took a two-minute break and completed a survey about the previous condition. Participants also completed a final survey. At the start of each condition, participants typed two practice sentences and eight evaluation sentences. We used sentences from the “mem1-5” set from the mobile Enron dataset [12]. Sentences contained upper and lowercase letters, punctuation, and numbers. Participants could not receive the same sentence twice during a given condition, but there was a chance sentences could be repeated over the course of the study. Participants typed with both hands. During the INDEXEYE and TENEYE conditions, participants could only press keys within an approximate 1-key radius of their detected gaze location. All other keys were grayed out and could not be pressed.

3 RESULTS

We measured entry rate in words per minute (WPM), with a word being five characters including space. We timed from the first key press until the enter button press. Average entry rates were 11.0, 9.8, 7.1, and 7.4 WPM in INDEX, INDEXEYE, TEN, and TENEYE respectively (Figure 3). We also measured what percentage of the time users were looking at keys during the INDEX and TEN conditions, such that the keys would have been active in the INDEXEYE and TENEYE conditions. Users looked at the keys on an average of 83.3% of key presses during the INDEXEYE condition and 84.2% of key presses during the TENEYE condition.

We also measured the number of backspace presses per output character. This averaged out to be 0.10, 0.05, 0.30, and 0.14 for INDEX, INDEXEYE, TEN, and TENEYE respectively (Figure 4). Users also filled out questionnaires after completing each condition. Users were asked to rank on a scale from 1–7 how quickly they felt they could type, how accurately they felt they could type, and how physically straining they found typing to be (including eyestrain). Lower numbers represented less speed/accuracy and greater physical strain, and higher numbers represented more speed/accuracy and less physical strain. The INDEX condition had average scores of 3.8 for speed, 5.2 for accuracy, and 4.3 for physical strain. The INDEXEYE condition had average scores of 4.0 for speed, 5.7 for accuracy, and 4.3 for physical strain. The TEN condition had averages scores of 3.0 for speed, 3.8 for accuracy, and 3.7 for physical strain. The TENEye condition had average scores of 3.1 for speed, 4.5 for accuracy, and 4.4 for physical strain.

In the final questionnaire, participants were asked to rank the conditions. Seven of the twelve participants ranked INDEX FINGER ONLY first. The second most preferred condition, by four participants, was INDEX FINGER ET.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We found INDEX FINGER ONLY had the highest WPM, making it the quickest keyboard to type on. Eye-tracking improved participant WPM when participants used all ten fingers, but the improvement was negligible with a difference of only 0.3 WPM. Eye-tracking improved participant accuracy scores in both the index finger and ten finger conditions without lowering physical strain scores. Additionally, the number of backspace presses per output character
was still lower in the eye-tracking conditions despite users per-
receiving and results showing increased accuracy. The accuracy im-
duced index finger keyboard.
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